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The Sustainability Index for
Homebuilders & Homeowners – The
Referendum on Paint- Part 1
By Lucas | on June 3, 2013 |

Featured News

By: Tony Margani of EVOpaint™

What happens when you introduce a new standard?  Interested parties must

reassess what they’re currently doing, compare methods and models and

finally, determine to stay the course and risk being left behind or resolve to

stay current and realize the benefits. We follow this, almost reactionary
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process because now what we consider best practices may no longer be

pertinent. This is the behavioural connection at which developers, builders,

homeowners and retailers are crafting our sustainable built environment.

Over the next month I will be your paint expert focusing in on consumption

profiles as it affects the sustainability index of homebuilders and

homeowners. We will delve into paint topics that do not come from the

industry’s customary marketing perspective (reviewing the hottest colour

and how it makes you feel) but from a position of tangible, unprecedented

and real sustainable technology developed right here in the GTA that is

changing the way the world thinks about paint and painting.

This week let’s start with an introduction to the landscape. What do I define

the sustainability index to be?

Anybody keeping current on business news knows that since 2008, Wal-Mart

the world’s largest retailer has publicly committed to develop and implement

what they call a ‘Live Better Scorecard’. What this means is that Wal-Mart will

eventually champion the life-cycle of each product they sell towards zero

waste and ensure that the suppliers of these items will be held to the utmost

‘green’ standard as measured by The Sustainability Consortium, a group that

is funded in part by Wal-Mart. This will then allow the consumer instant

access to data at point of purchase on how well a particular item performs.

Definition: an incentivized balance in economy and environment with the key

ability to quantify the ‘green’ aspects of a product.

By this, the paint consumer’s choice to be eco-friendly will now be

empowered through a total ownership of the moment and it will be

profitable by way of the manufacturer transferring the eco-burden into his

purview, quantifying the ‘green’ and tying it to the economic incentive that

drives the purchasing process. Because consumers don’t want to and

shouldn’t pay more for eco-friendly benefits, sustainable paint products

must completely adapt to consumer habits. This tiny little expression of self-

interest by all parties involved: the supplier, retailer and consumer is what

will recalibrate the consumption patterns of our world’s resources and will

come to characterize the sustainability index for the paint industry and the

markets it serves. When all parties benefit then true sustainable

development will sky rocket, it is the way of the future. Draw the comparison

to the disruptive technology that car maker Tesla has catapulted over one of

the most established industries by producing no compromise performance

vehicles that don’t have to look like a Prius. The eco-friendliness is built into

the product and the company. The product is critically acclaimed and

considered superior to all of the comparably priced combustion engine

counterparts.  It saves people an unprecedented amount of time and money,

doesn’t support an energy waste system and creates a new standard. I

propose this kind of shift for paint. It might not be as sexy but it’s as enticing

as paint is going to get.
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We don’t think about paint except when we’re faced with the chore of having

to apply it or hiring a contractor to temporarily move into our home. We

might as well take a sharpie and swipe a weekend or week out of the

calendar of our lives. But this business has been quietly coating our walls

year after year without a peep of innovation since the introduction of water

based paints in the 1950’s. And let’s face it, paint isn’t popular in the light of

industries such as consumer electronics and electric cars and yet I bet you

can’t think of any place that isn’t painted in one way or another. It is a

sleeping giant of an industry, notorious for its stealth even among big

business circles. But through our desire to decorate, (painting is still the

most cost effective way to renovate, especially in a struggling economy) the

need to protect and maintain newly built and older surfaces and  the

capacity to service a broad range of market sectors has made the global

coatings conglomerates exceedingly wealthy. Among the most supportive

markets to a paint company is new construction particularly residential

communities in both high and low rise.

Purchasers today choose communities and lifestyles that raise their profile

by maximizing efficiencies and reducing waste. They know it’s smart and

profitable to be at the forefront of introducing effective technology that

improves deficiencies and standards and the developers/builders operating

under these commitments speak well for quality and long-term value. This

helps potential homeowners favour development projects that meet their

economic and environmental objectives.

This is a pretty smooth transition for builders when implementing more well-

known but costly ‘green’ technologies in efficient lighting, HVAC or new

window systems but unfortunately when it comes to paint every builder is

unknowingly part of an annual North American waste system that is quietly

generating upwards of 1 billion litres of finished product that is never used.

This doesn’t even take into consideration all the wastes produced from the

starting point of raw material extraction and transportation, through

manufacturing wastes in water, energy and packaging. And even with today’s

best ‘green’ methods in trying to manage the flow of consumer paint waste

we don’t find a reprieve because our efforts are costly, reactionary and

cyclical; after all, recycling systems depend on waste creation to be

successful. Coupled with inconsistent recovery and recapture figures and

time and money to deliver paint wastes the underlying notion of improper

disposal into our community’s water continues to prevail. We need to stem

habitual waste at the source, which means we need to prevent it.

It may be so that big paint companies have lost touch with the concept, but

there has always been a reason why, in the popular environmental adage of

our youth ‘reduce, reuse, recycle’ the first ‘R’ is reduce and the last is recycle.

Properly innovated paint products must cut material and labour costs to

their absolute minimum simultaneously preventing waste but maintain a

controlled consumption that yields equivalent results without compromise.

This allows for a transparent and responsive stewardship for paint use in the

construction phase and continuously through the maintenance/remodelling
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lifespan because the most environmentally friendly paint must always be the

one you consume the least of.

With that in mind let me propose something radically fundamental in its

cause and its effect or you could say its economy and its environment or

even its profitability and its incentive:

A true, sustainable and quantifiable, one-coat paint that never requires a

primer or second coat but a single application to achieve a finished result

over any surface. This delivers material and labour cost savings of 66% to the

builder and consumer and prevents 66% raw material extraction, energy,

transport, production and post-consumer wastes, rewarding users beyond

their money and time savings with an effortless, tangible, built in eco-

incentive.

If we are to break the movement that carries a casual obligation to paint

sustainability through the construction and maintenance of our

communities, homebuilders and homeowners must lead the market, stay

current and realize the benefits that come from using new technology. By

reassessing what they’re currently doing, comparing methods and models

there will be an understanding and then a choice towards self-interest and

profitability and a movement away from wasteful outdated standards that

dictate how we must consume paint. Painting will be about incentive and

quantifying tangible benefits that align with the economic and environmental

objectives of today’s paint user. This is where consumer loyalties are moving

and so this is where the sustainability index for paint must exist.

I applaud Wal-Mart leadership in realizing that a push from them directs

people in the right path for a more healthy shopping experience but

according to Wal-Mart global sustainable initiatives, paint is slotted among

the very last of the products they sell to be integrated into how they think we

should ‘live better’. But let’s not blame them completely, their suppliers after

all, no matter how well guided by The Sustainability Consortium or how well

they market their paint products, aren’t meeting the new and arguably last

standard for paint as I have proposed.

The lethargic attitude of the paint industry can no longer ignore the

sustainability index that homebuilders and homeowners desperately need.

Let’s invigorate the way in which we perceive paint with a real shift in

technology, which means more now than ever in an economy that is still

building upon its new foundations since the collapse from its established

system and outdated standards.

 

The opinions and statements expressed above are not those of New Home

Buyers Network Inc.  
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Green Construction Technology for
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Featured News

By: Tony Margani of EVOpaint™

Last week we began the referendum on paint by looking into sustainability

and what it means for builders and homeowners. To sum up: Incentive!

This week’s focus finds us backstage with builders and how the construction

industry’s very gradual and calculated involvement in choosing ‘green’ can be
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expedited by following this incentive model.

Over the course of the last generation, construction industry experts and

associations in partnership with all levels of government have continued to

move towards a sustainable built environment. Understanding the

challenges and opportunities in the area of intelligent green building

technologies as an international issue, these key players sanction methods of

innovation in the constructed landscape. Current advancements for new

construction and existing property markets clarify the need to better manage

the balance of best practices and eco-friendly building materials with

particular control over the cost, consumption and waste impact for every

home and condominium unit built.

As the developer/builder seeks to meet market requirements with minimum

investment in material and labour, an adoption of green construction

technology is slow as all known products and techniques significantly add to

costs. This has led to an instilled reliability on government incentives,

subsidies and green financing structures to even consider deployment.

Unfortunately, this leaves the public with sporadic eco-suites that some

builders assemble as a show piece  for media events sowing tales of what

‘can be’ rather than mainstream acceptance by offering purchasers what ‘is’.

Realizing the need for this shift is a powerful idea to build on right now while

complex and costly smart building innovation determines how to be more

affordable in the future.

In spite of this a number of major home and condominium

developers/builders are making a commitment to sustainability, re-enforcing

that it is the way of the future. They recognize that even higher initial costs

are justified with an appropriate payback through reduced operating

expenditures, increased building value and image. Realistically, however,

they demand a green construction technology that saves money while

streamlining best practices. They demand what I defined the sustainability

index to be:

An incentivized balance in economy and environment with the key ability to

quantify the ‘green’ aspects of a product.

“Going green” has to shift from being a vague industry buzz phrase and

become something quantifiable.

In response to this need in so far as paint consumption goes let’s refer back

to the standard I proposed in Article 1:

A true, sustainable and quantifiable, one-coat paint that never requires a

primer or second coat but a single application to achieve a finished result

over any surface. This delivers material and labour cost savings of 66% to the

builder and consumer and prevents 66% raw material extraction, energy,

transport, production and post-consumer wastes, rewarding users beyond

their money and time savings with an effortless, tangible, built in eco-

incentive.
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Unlike green construction technologies that are costly to manufacture and

complex to position into building processes, paint is inexpensive to produce

by nature of its purpose and is adaptable. The standard as I propose not only

offers a very easy endeavour into ‘green’ practices but actually saves the

builder money without compromise to the end result. Because incentive and

reduction is built into this technology system, the value proposition is

significant and acts as a path of least resistance.

Through this model, builders will support a paint system that has substantial

prevention in raw material extraction and containers used for production, a

more energy friendly supply chain and an unprecedented reduction in paint

required for equal square footage. There is no other green construction

technology that actually saves money and makes a commitment to our

environment on behalf of the homeowner. In recent trials with a local GTA

builder, this system delivered over 60% in material savings and more than

80% in labour all while preventing 66% of wastes. Even though paint can be

among the smaller costs in a construction project, saving that much time and

money just makes sense.

The CaGBC (Canadian Green Building Council) popular for promoting the

LEED certification system has done some great work in shifting more and

more builders into varying degrees of eco-friendly building design.  And it’s

encouraging to see these commitments recognized and awarded by the

OHBA (Ontario Home Builder’s Association) and BILD (Building Industry and

Land Development Association).

But I believe we need to take the next step towards real incentive for

builders by delivering an immediate return on investment.

Given that it’s an added cost for builders to have employees become a LEED

AP (accredited professional) or work through a consultant to help navigate

the landscape and achieve maximum credits; doesn’t it make sense for an AP

to stimulate best practices that actually save a lot of time and money for the

builder and not just the homeowner? Realizing this paint model helps to

offset additional costs incurred operating under a ‘green’ banner.

It remains accurate that when all parties benefit then true sustainable

development will sky rocket.

Purchasers today choose communities and lifestyles that raise their profile

by maximizing efficiencies and reducing waste. They know it’s smart and

profitable to be at the forefront of introducing effective technology that

improves deficiencies and standards. Developers/builders operating under

these commitments speak well for quality and long-term value, helping

purchasers favour development projects that meet their economic and

environmental objectives.

With some experts placing 80% of the environmental footprint of paint

products (cradle to gate) coming from raw materials coupled with a generally

accepted notion that buildings have an important impact on the resources
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upon which we all depend, the construction industry has come to consume

more than one-third of all primary energy, two thirds of electricity, one-third

of all raw materials along with a growing percentage of our freshwater

resources. This high resource consumption makes our new buildings ideal

candidates for resource conservation, waste prevention and sustainability.

When you think of the paint industry’s chronology of improving paint and

painting systems in matters of sustainability and incentive, builders have

really had to put up with a lot over the last 50 years (oil to latex, brush to

roller, roller to spray gun). Some of you might even be old enough to

remember when builders would only prime new homes and condo units and

leave the rest up to the purchaser. That idea has since evolved for the better

leaving homeowners with a fully painted home however, the idea continues

to develop. Through all the convoluted messaging from the paint industry

today, there is something good that has come from it, namely that the

general public has been conditioned to understand that fewer coats just

makes sense. This new frame of mind is an indicator for builders, an obvious

choice to add real paint technology into their portfolio of valued ‘green’

advancements.

All of these transitions made for a more efficient, faster delivery process for

high and low rise. The added benefit to the paint model I propose is an

unprecedented incentive. This is why more and more builders are moving

into the sustainable built environment, but as standards intensify so must

the incentives.

Following the principles of this paint model will fortify the government and

construction industry’s conversation to urgently instill better control on the

cost, consumption and waste impact for every home, condominium, and

building project. It further supports government efforts in convincing

developers/builders to adopt green construction technologies from a

perspective that is not commonly considered or lauded in the media.

We need to redefine our idea of paint and manage consumption by being

preventative. It is of central concern that the construction industry lead in

this initiative, instigating a fundamental shift in architectural coatings.

Properly innovated paint products must cut material and labour costs to

their absolute minimum simultaneously reducing waste while yielding

equivalent results for builders. This allows for a transparent and responsive

stewardship for paint use in the construction phase because the most

environmentally friendly paint must be the one you consume the least of.

While paint maintains a healthy market acceptance, builders do not have a

modern and adaptable palette of innovative product options to better

manage their use. Because in the end it’s really all about choice that’s what a

referendum is. Hopefully it’s a choice for the best, because high performance

homes and buildings increase real estate assets.
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Waste is the original pollution.

In the outfield at Fenway Park in Boston, there’s a large thirty seven foot wall

that baseball calls ‘The Green Monster’. It is ominous, it is intimidating and it

is surprisingly easy to hit over only being about 315 feet from home base,

making it a popular and famous target. Hitting homeruns anywhere else just
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doesn’t generate the same kind of excitement for the fans and players. And

getting over the wall in exchange for bonus highlight reel footage and

enhanced status is a goal that has become exceedingly valued. It’s kind of

like a fully mature, totally accepted, understood and mastered incentive

model. Completely sustainable and where all parties involved benefit from

the process.

By a show of hands how many of you homeowners and paint users know

what voc stands for? It’s ok I’ll give you a moment… that’s what I thought.

Now, how many of you are familiar with the term: WASTE?! How about:

INNOVATION?! It may not seem like it but these two words need each other,

more so than ever before.

To help us get a handle on the fundamentals for this week let’s re-visit back

to Part 1 of this series with the popular environmental adage of our youth

‘reduce, reuse, recycle’. The origins of this campaign were meant to prohibit

waste generation but its catchy rhyme (there’s even a Jack Johnson song on

youtube by the same name for a more contemporary take) and good

intention hasn’t achieved much, at least in the world of paint.

We can’t escape it because we need it. I want you to lather, rinse and repeat

this phrase.

It’s of no coincidence that the first ‘R’ is reduce and the last is recycle. I mean

it’s obvious, if you don’t buy it, you don’t use it and if you don’t use it then

you can’t waste it. But the truth is we like to buy and we habitually waste.

That said I can’t unconditionally blame the consumer, homeowner or builder

because in particular cases we need to consume an exact amount of some

materials and products (like shampoo and conditioner) in order to get the

job done. This is also the case for paint and the waste it creates.

We can’t escape it because we need it. One more time.

North Americans purchased approximately 8.3 billion litres of decorative

paint and coatings in 2010-2012. Of what can be accurately surveyed, it is

estimated that the waste yield ranged from 10%-16% equivalent to upwards

of 1.3 billion litres of brand new product excluding containers. By definition,

an effectively operating recovery model relies on access to and control over

the accountability of waste. But diverting the flow of consumer paint waste

has proven to be costly, complex and tenuous using the reuse, recycle and

safe disposal program. Because this system is reactionary and functions

within the rule of waste creation and consistent recovery to be successful, it

cannot stem habitual waste at the source. This leaves unresolved the

challenge of how to avoid waste while maintaining our required

consumption. Coupled with the compounded effect of raw material

extraction, container usage and production energy wastes, the need arises

for an evolution, a practical solution bringing a new conversation in paint to

the people.

We can’t escape it because we need it.
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Earlier I asked what voc stands for: Volatile Organic Compound. For those of

you who got it right let me ask you now: do you know what it means? In the

last twenty years, North American governments have outlined an average

limit for interior architectural paints in the amount of 100grams per litre. So

for every litre of paint produced the chemicals that contribute to voc’s must

be restricted to this limit. Researchers have concluded that voc’s (a very

prolonged evaporating vapour) are not acutely toxic and as such are

therefore considered to maybe pose long term symptoms but because the

concentrations in paints are so low and these levels easily dissipate into the

outdoor air over time, experts are unable to trace and record the

development of this theory. That bit of technical data has taken over fifteen

years for a full industry and very partial consumer digest and who can be

surprised? People aren’t hip to invisible vapour that may or may not send

them into a coughing fit fifty years from now. We are an impulsive bunch

that needs of and disposes of as easily as it is for me to type the word

‘waste’.

We CAN escape it! We WILL escape it because we don’t need it.

I draw the distinction between waste and voc not because I find fault with

the control of these chemicals (I agree we must limit as per government

regulation) but because waste is more important. It is an ever increasing

problem and nobody is talking about it. When you actually find somebody

writing in the mainstream about paint from a sustainability point of view it’s

usually a brief vague mention of voc’s in a ‘green’ article. These mentions are

benign of real purpose and substance compared to more exciting

technologies in construction. But there is something very exciting happening

today in paint for homeowners and through incentive will resolve the

challenge of how to avoid waste while maintaining our required

consumption. We find it using the model I re-insert here from Part 1:

A true, sustainable and quantifiable, one-coat paint that never requires a

primer or second coat but a single application to achieve a finished result

over any surface. This delivers material and labour cost savings of 66% to the

builder and consumer and prevents 66% raw material extraction, energy,

transport, production and post-consumer wastes, rewarding users beyond

their money and time savings with an effortless, tangible, built in eco-

incentive.

This commitment defines an exclusive ability to manipulate the use of paint

to benefit a balance with nature and introduces a quantifiable green position

and not just a marketing buzz phrase. This is the only sustainably designed

system because it prevents waste before it begins and before it gets dumped

into our water table.

While this is new for paint users the idea and sense of duty in being

responsible for the wastes generated before and during its production isn’t.

The government has what it calls the Extended Producers Responsibility

System (EPRS). But it’s only a recommendation and is not followed strictly by

big paint manufacturers. They are more concerned with trying to manage
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the wastes that arise from their paint after it’s purchased by leveraging each

and every transaction across North America; you might not know it but you

are subsidizing the creation of paint waste!

Big paint manufacturers have quietly established a consumer financed

initiative and strategy with a built-in pricing structure that accommodates

the costs of running the recapture and recycling systems that attempt to

reclaim the wastes generated by their sales. What’s more, this is not

including any taxes or fees that are becoming the trend when having to still

drive your waste to the dump. I know those are a lot of ‘R’s’ but

unfortunately they’re missing the only one that counts: REDUCE!

Market surveys across the continent (sponsored by rational thinking)

consistently show that consumers don’t want to pay more for eco-friendly

products but prefer the manufacturer to absorb this cost. I couldn’t agree

more with that approach because sustainable technology must be positioned

as functional and practical, favouring the consumer.

Waste is the new frontier in the environmental conversation for paint

because it’s tangible, visual, abundant and out of control. Innovation is the

tactic that tames this leading edge because with so many inconsistent and

questionable efficacies in the systems we operate, using this paint model

thankfully can now reduce waste generation by 66% while saving 66% of

time and material costs. We must take back control of how we consume

paint and question builders and retailers towards this model that I consider

to be the last standard in waste prevention. I’m hoping that people will do

well with it because with the right incentive the green monster is not that

high and not too far to get over.
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What is the business case for sustainability?

When I am the lead car in the left hand lane and the advanced green arrow

turns I move like lightning because I know that the advance is only going to

last so long and I know that my sluggishness might make it or break it for the
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vehicles behind me. Maybe you feel the same? And maybe you feel there are

those that act like the arrow is just for them.

This past month I have made the case for a new standard in paint for the

developer/builder and the homeowner by employing the concepts of self-

interest and sustainability as a single mutually beneficial economic system.

This is expressed by the first scenario above where doing what’s best for you

and for the group is the only way forward. The second, those that soak in all

the glorious advantages and conveniences of the arrow for themselves (by

habit or intentionally in order to maximize their benefits at the expense of

minimizing everybody else’s) will only keep ahead of the game for so long

before they start to realize that in order to succeed in the new sustainable

economy they need all the cars lined up in behind to make the turn. It might

not sound like it but the apt description of the next type of leader is

somebody that does not stay the course currently exploited but succumbs to

the pressures of new standards and leverages this in order to sell products;

for the purpose of this 4 part series, new condos and homes.

I like to consider myself what I call a ‘contemporary capitalist’ because while

I am in business to make money, I believe we need to move beyond blind

profits and convoluted marketing and make incentive a permanent built-in

advantage for the products we manufacture and sell. This is a far cry from

the consumer financed initiatives that fund waste creation for big paint

(Article 3). Achieving any real measure of success for sustainability in the

business world depends on broad acceptance using functional incentives;

and the only way I know how to accomplish this is through radical

technology innovation.

Advancing our sustainable built environment has to become more than a few

of us quickly manoeuvring to accommodate everybody else, it has to become

an orchestrated affair  where each vehicle in the turning lane thinks, feels

and acts like they’re  the lead car. We need everybody wanting to BE the lead

car and with the incentive model I propose, builders, homeowners and

manufacturers can redefine how we consume our paint and prevent the

waste it generates with real measurable benefits for ourselves. YES! Self-

interest can be good! For a final time let’s re-visit the model:

A true, sustainable and quantifiable, one-coat paint that never requires a

primer or second coat but a single application to achieve a finished result

over any surface. This delivers material and labour cost savings of 66% to the

builder and consumer and prevents 66% raw material extraction, energy,

transport, production and post-consumer wastes, rewarding users beyond

their money and time savings with an effortless, tangible, built in eco-

incentive.

When this concept is fully digested through the construction industry and the

channels that voice for homeowners there is no going back to multiple coat

painting as the incentives are too great for everybody involved. It remains

accurate that when all parties benefit then true sustainable development will

sky rocket.
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Toronto firm Cityzen Development and its sister company Dominus

Construction, internationally renowned for the Absolute World project in

Mississauga, Canada, is a builder that leads by design and realizes the

incentives of this paint model. “There is an ongoing conversation in the

industry about sustainability and when considering how to adopt sustainable

building practice particularly LEED targets, so this new paint model makes

sense for builders. The benefits are countless not only for us, but also for our

purchasers.” Says Sam Crignano, President at Cityzen. “This is a new and

important piece to building green, it’s easy to implement and the

environmental and immediate financial benefits are evident.”

Purchasers today choose communities and lifestyles that raise their profile

by maximizing efficiencies and reducing wastes. They know it’s smart and

profitable to be at the forefront of introducing technology that improves

standards. Developers/builders operating under these commitments speak

well for quality and long-term value, helping potential homeowners favour

communities that meet their economic and environmental objectives.

The global conversation on sustainability in every industry sector has a

specific dialogue that is being refined by how best to achieve their respective

sustainability index. I believe we have reached ours for the paint industry

and its largest client – the construction sector. I believe we have now finally

moved beyond the dialogue by allowing innovation to steer us. The paint

incentive model admits to a reduction of 66% in production output

simplifying resource consumption and manufacturing. It also adapts to

everything that retailers, contractors and homeowners have ever known

about paint without any new education or compromise to the desired end

result for any painting project. Finally, it empowers the developer/builder

and homeowner beyond the reality of unwillingly or unknowingly supporting

the current paint system that is generating immeasurable wastes and making

them literally pay for it with time and money.

These relentless incentives will continue to welcome more of us into the

conversation on how to be smarter about our paint consumption.

I believe that through this model we can strike a balance with paint

technology, shifting the incentive from the pockets of the manufacturer to

the developer/builder and in turn to the homeowner. I officially welcome

you now armed with the knowledge that there is a lot of time and money to

be saved, to re-examine your involvement with paint and then assess if the

communities you’re interested in and live in align with today’s new standard.

Freedom from the cost, time and wastes of multiple coats is hard to imagine

when it’s all you’ve ever known, but it’s here. This is the new conversation in

paint and in this economy that means more now than ever!
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